
Fallout Shelter

**About Fallout Shelter**

In Fallout Shelter, players must build their own bunker and protect it from the dangers of the

nuclear-contaminated environment.

Fallout Shelter is an award winning mobile game where you can build your own bunker. The bunker

is the new center of life of your inhabitants, as the world was almost completely destroyed by a

nuclear war. You can design your bunker completely free. You decide how the bunker should be

constructed, how your bunker should be furnished and which stations your bunker should contain.

But not only the construction, but also the administration of your bunker is of great importance.

You always have to make sure that your residents are happy, choose the right jobs and improve

their skills. When you explore the contaminated wasteland, you can find many new weapons and

armor which you can use in the fight against nuclear threats.

**Fallout Shelter - Features:**

- Build your own bunker: In Fallout Shelter you build and manage the bunker systems of Vault-Tec.

The humans had to go into special underground bunkers, as the world was almost completely

destroyed and contaminated by a nuclear war. You can customize your bunker individually: You

can not only decide on the division, but also on the interior of your bunker. Convert an uninhabited

rock cave into a modern bunker which is ready for the dangers of the wasteland.

- Manage your bunker: Not only the construction, but also the management of your bunker is of

great importance. You have to make sure that the inhabitants of your bunker are always happy and

satisfied. Help them to choose a suitable job, to find weapons, equipment or clothing or to improve

their skills. You also have to make sure that your bunker grows steadily. This is of great

importance, since more residents increase your bunker’s prosperity. 

- Explore the wasteland: You have the opportunity to send individual inhabitants of your bunker on

exciting missions in the wastelands. By exploring the post-nuclear world, you find new armor or

weapons, for example. In addition, your residents can gain valuable experience.

- Protect your bunker: Your bunker is regularly threatened by the dangers of the post-nuclear world.

Train your inhabitants, equip them with powerful weapons and armor, and join forces to protect

your bunker. 

Conclusion: Fallout Shelter is an exciting construction game in which the right strategy is crucial.

When you avert all dangers of the post-nuclear world and ensure the well-being of your bunker, the

survival of your inhabitants can be ensured.


